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safety note

Always completely lift the furniture when moving it. Handle and move it with care as 
improper handling may cause damage or injury. 
Heavy/larger furniture pieces should be moved by two persons.
Ensure the furniture is always placed level on its four legs.
Do not stand, climb or jump on the furniture.
Please keep these instructions for future reference. 

general information

care instructions

The frame of this chair is made of powder coated metal. The padding used inside is of 
polyether and high grade density foams. Specially selected for the best sitting comfort 
This chair is upholstered with a fire retardant BS5952 Source 0 sigaret proof, 84% polyester 
and 16% acrylic fabric with >100.000 martindale. This chair is for indoor use only.

Avoid direct sunlight as the colour of the fabric may be adversely affected.

Beware that dark painted jeans may also stain your furniture! 

Liquid spills must be treated immediately. Gently rub with wide, gentle strokes with a 
light colored cotton cloth. Do not scrub or dab stains. This causes irreparable damage 
to the weave. 

Do not use just any household solution of gall soap, detergent or green soap. 
These substances are strongly alkaline and sticky, which means that the fabric will 
quickly become dirty again. It is also difficult to completely rinse all traces of soap from 
the furniture fabric.

Test any cleaning agent on a hidden piece of fabric before applying it to a stain.
 
Seek professional advice if you don’t know how to treat a dried stain. 
Cleaning treatments may worsen the original stain.

Moist food spills must be treated immediately. Remove as much of the spilled food with 
a spoon, working from the outside inwards.

Daily use of fabric. Proper care extends the life of your furniture. Here are a few tips:

Moisten a preferably light colored cotton cloth or hand towel with cold water, wring out any 
excess water and place it on the stain. Repeat after 6 hours until the stain is completely 
absorbed. Do not repeatedly lift the cloth during this process, this interrupts the absorption 
process. Do not use kitchen paper towel for the above treatment; its absorbancy is weaker 
and the paper may contain ink that will cause another type of stain.

After cleaning the fabric allow the treated area to dry out completely before using the furnitu-
re again.

Consult www.james.eu for additional stain treatments or seek professional advice.

Moist food spills: most important tips for the treatment of stains due to food spills.

Liquid stains: most important tips for the treatment of liquid stains.

Thank you for choosing a pols potten product. 
To ensure safe and satisfactory use of this product, 
please carefully read the below instructions beforehand.
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Pols Potten B.V. can not be held responsible for improper use or installation of this product other than indicated in the instructions in the 
instructions manual.                  version no.1


